»The Real PC History Deal

White Russian (pro-Czarist) poster depicting the Red Bolshevik, Leon Trotsky (Jewish name
Lev Davidovich Bronstein). Trotsky is most often credited, with good reason, with coining
the term “racist” as a derogatory term for his political enemies: White, non-Jewish Gentiles.
Note the Christian cross broken in the upper left and the White Russian being threatened by
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Mongolians in the lower right — even then Marxist Jewish extremists jacked-up the other
races to do their violent bidding. Some things never change!
Trotsky, born of wealthy parents, was the principal Marxist
intellectual, second only to V. I. Lenin (proven to be at least
partly Jewish, married to a Jewess and who spoke
Yiddish) and the frontman of the Russian Bolshevik revolution
in 1917. The wealthy New York Banker and Rothschild
associate, Jacob H. Schiff, was the
conduit of International Jewry’s funding of the Red revolution
to the tune of 20 million dollars in gold bullion (well over 200
million in today’s money). Trotsky deposited this into a
Warburg bank (later marrying a Warburg daughter) for
transfer to a Jew bank in Sweden and soon into Russia to
finance the Jewish takeover.

Read this from the New York Times:*
“Six or eight weeks ago the Jews would have heeded the call to arms as a duty, but with
heavy hearts, as they would have known they would be fighting to perpetuate Russian
autocracy. But now all that has changed. Russian democracy has become victorious,
and thanks are due to the Jew that the Russian revolution succeeded.” — Jacob
H. Schiff, called the “greatest Jew in America” in this NY Times article, May 1917 (PDF
of original here)
When Trotsky and about 100 commie Jews from Brooklyn, New York, accompanied the gold
aboard a ship (chartered by Schiff and Warburg), the Canadians intercepted the vessel and
arrested them all. But soon they were all released after special efforts by the British
Intelligence Jew Sir William Wiseman, who would later be rewarded with an
extremely lucrative position in the NY Banking firm Kuhn, Loeb and Company (this company
is still around).
Wiseman’s buddy, Colonel Edward House (possibly a big crypto-Jew), was the enigmatic
adviser to president Woodrow Wilson, who hounded Wilson behind the scenes into signing
the Federal Reserve Act on December 23, 1913 which, more or less, owns this country to
this very day and who you pony-up to with every single lousy paycheck.
The hidden history of Jewish Bolshevism. Just spend a few minutes watching this.
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So, we can clearly see all the direct connections between the International Jewish Agenda,
International Jew/Zionist Bankers, the Federal Reserve (the Rothschild people who own your
butt) and historical, global efforts to bring down the Gentile nations, such as Russia, to
advance the cause of Jewry.
But just who came up with that word “Racist,” now being used constantly to slur White
people? And how about the cult of minority victimhood that currently plagues the US? You
know, all the business with everyone being “so oppressed” all the time. You’ve surely
noticed it — every group in the US has some kind of beef and gripe: Blacks, Jews
(professional, full-time victims), Hispanics, Mestizos, Native Americans, Homosexuals,
Bisexuals, Transgenders (Drag Queens), Radical Feminists (some really hate White men
with a passion), any non-Christian Religious believer, Midget S&M Fetishists!
Notice that it’s ALWAYS “Evil Whitey” (usually White, heterosexual males) who are at fault
and the eternal “oppressor” of everyone. But who started all this mess and why? Go to the
end of this article and definitely watch the three short videos on the subject. The whole
lying mess will become crystal clear!
One modern-day dictionary defines racist as:
Racist: 1932 as a noun, 1938 as an adjective, from race (n.2); racism is first attested
1936 (from Fr. racisme, 1935), originally in the context of Nazi theories. But they
replaced earlier words, racialism (1907) and racialist (1917), both often used at first in a
British or South African context.
— Online Etymology Dictionary, © 2001 Douglas Harper
Make note how this author blithely ascribes it to French descriptions of “Nazi theory,” when
this is clearly in error. Ironically, it was a German Jew is most often given credit for the
word; he had gone into exile in France after the Nazis came to power and, being sick of his
Jew “intellectual” activities, gave him the big boot. It was certainly his writings in France
that spawned the above French source.
Magnus Hirschfeld — one curious Jew:
[my notes in brackets]
According to the second edition (1989) of the OED [Oxford English Dictionary], the
earliest known usage of the word “racism” in English occurred in a 1936 book by the
American “fascist,” Lawrence Dennis, The Coming American Fascism. The second usage
of the term in English that the OED records is in the title of a book originally written in
German in 1933 and 1934 but translated into English and first published in 1938 –
Racism by Magnus Hirschfeld, translated by Eden and Cedar Paul. Since Hirschfeld
died in 1935, before the publication of Dennis’ book the following year, and had already
used the word extensively in the text and title of his own book, it seems only fair to
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recognize him rather than Dennis as the originator of the word “racism.” In the case of
the word “racist” as an adjective, the OED ascribes the first known usage to Hirschfeld
himself. Who was Magnus Hirschfeld and what did he have to tell us about “racism”?

Magnus Hirschfeld (1868-1935) was a German-Jewish medical scientist whose major
work was in the field of what came to be known as “sexology” – the scientific study of
sex. Like Havelock Ellis in England and Alfred Kinsey in the United States, Hirschfeld
was not only among the first to collect systematic information about sexuality but also
was an apostle of sexual “liberation.” His major work was a study of homosexuality,
but he also published many other books, monographs, and articles dealing with sex. He
wrote a five-volume treatise on “sexology” as well as some 150 other works and helped
write and produce five films on the subject.
It is fair to say that his works were intended to send a message – that traditional
Christian and bourgeois sexual morality was repressive, irrational, and
hypocritical, [make note people!] and that emancipation would be a major step
forward. His admiring translators, Eden and Cedar Paul, in their introduction to Racism,
write of his “unwearying championship of the cause of persons who, because their
sexual hormonic functioning is of an unusual type, are persecuted by their more
fortunate fellow-mortals.” Long before the “sexual revolution” of the 1960s, Magnus
Hirschfeld was crusading for the “normalization” of homosexuality and other
abnormal sexual behavior. [The Jews even today are at the forefront of Homosexual
rights — see this long list to prove it]
Hirschfeld was the founder of an Institute for Sexual Science in Berlin and helped
organize “sexology” on an international scale. In 1922, he was physically attacked and
almost killed by anti-Semites in Munich [wonder why?]. In May, 1933, the Nazis closed
down his “Institute of Sexual Science” and Hirschfeld fled to France, where he lived
until his death in 1935. From The Heretical Press — Read the rest here!
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As a side note, Hirschfeld is sometimes called the “Einstein of
Sex” (being a Jew and perverted). He co-wrote and acted in the
1919 German silent movie “Different from the Others” which
had the first on-screen homo, Conrad Veidt (left). You can use
that one in a bar bet!

In the years after WW I, the Marxist Jews and Khazar Jew illegal immigrants from Poland
and Russia, were doing everything they could to buy-up or turn Germany commie — so
recently prostrated by war. It’s little wonder whatsoever, that the German Whites flocked to
Uncle Adolph in droves!
It’s also quite probable that Hirschfeld stole the term “Racist” from Trotsky at some point,
but it was him who defined the skin color aspect of whites versus blacks to the issue. Clearly
Trotsky was the first to use the word in a published document as far back as 1930, at the
very least. Some say he used the term in speeches even further back.
Trotsky wasn’t using it in a black versus white way, but in an anti-Gentile fashion. That’s the
key concept — it was a Jew versus White thing. He was attacking his political and eternal
race enemies, the White Gentiles of Russia and Europe as something he called “Slavophiles”
and later, the Fascists of Italy and Germany. Here are some of Trotsky’s use of the word;
make note the underlying hatred toward Whites:
“The History of the Russian Revolution” 1930:
“Slavophilism, the messianism of backwardness, has based its philosophy upon the
assumption that the Russian people and their church are democratic through and
through, whereas official Russia is a German bureaucracy imposed upon them by Peter
the Great. Mark remarked upon this theme: “In the same way the Teutonic jackasses
blamed the despotism of Frederick the Second upon the French, as though backward
slaves were not always in need of civilised slaves to train them.” This brief comment
completely finishes off not only the old philosophy of the Slavophiles, but also the latest
revelations of the ‘Racists.'” Read the Marxist’s own words here
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“What is National Socialism?” 1933:
“On the plane of politics, racism is a vapid and bombastic variety of chauvinism in
alliance with phrenology. As the ruined nobility sought solace in the gentility of its
blood, so the pauperized petty bourgeoisie befuddles itself with fairy tales concerning
the special superiorities of its race.” Read the Marxist’s own words here
The Racial Origins of Political Correctness (From Western Safeguards Initiative):
“Political Correctness” (PC) is, of course, the policing or censorship
of certain language and ideas in the White, Western countries. An
example of PC would be the banning of an essay which a Black,
Mexican or female citizen might find “offensive.”

It appears that Jewish communist Georg Lukacs (1885-1971; in photo at right) probably
created the first hands-on, working program in which PC was used to indoctrinate the
citizenry of a White country. That occurred just a bit before the Jewish-led Frankfurt School
began its own journey towards creating PC ideas with the help of the School’s Max
Horkheimer (1895-1973; bottom photo at left), who was also a Jew and who invented the
concept of “critical theory,” which amounted to criticizing White, Western culture and
values (Lukacs himself was a fringe Frankfurt Schooler). “Critical theory” paved the way for
modern PC by portraying White culture as something oppressive and foul. Interestingly,
“critical theory” borrowed some ideas from yet another Jew: Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalysis.
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However, sometimes several historical events happen at the same
time. While Lukacs (as commissar of culture in Jewish communist
Bela Kun’s Hungarian regime in 1919) was creating a Marxistbased PC program to indoctrinate Hungarian schoolchildren with
using politically left-wing propaganda, other Jews, such as Franz
Boas, were also creating ideology based wholly or partly on
Marxism. Whether their creations were social, economic, racial or
a combination of all three, they were all rooted in Marxism, or
very similarly, egalitarianism/universalism (i.e., the historicallynew idea that all humans and cultures are, or can be, “equal” in
importance, and that White/Western/capitalist culture is
oppressive and evil). Marxism and egalitarianism/universalism are
very nearly the same thing, except one is based more on
economics while the other is based more on social/cultural
matters. (It can be argued that Marxism was an attempt to use
economic ideas to transform the social, and, by default, racial
features of society, so in that sense Marxism wasn’t only
economics-based).

But no matter the type of Marxist/universalist programs that those men created, they all
amounted to the same thing: cleverly-disguised Jewish attacks upon traditional, White
culture. Their programs were designed to end White control of most of the world for the
benefit of the Jewish people. Theirs were racial programs masquerading as mere political or
social movements. Jews instinctively know that movements that “equalize” the cultures of
White countries in one way or another are good for the Jews, since that equalizing helps to
ensure that nationalist movements cannot rise up and “oppress” the Jews, such as happened
in Nazi Germany in the 1930s. (Note that those disguised cultural attacks by the Jews often
use confusing words and phrases, and are often made to appear scientific, in order to give
the attacks an air of legitimacy and sophistication).
Marxism, feminism, socialism, leftism, egalitarianism, PC – they are all Jewish-created
assaults upon White, Western culture. And they have all been embraced by many
Westerners as legitimate, with few exceptions. All of those ideas employ “equality” as a
main argument and main goal. All of them are unnatural and universalist, and all require
governmental or bureaucratic force to make the public accept them.
Starting with Karl Marx, and moving on to Sigmund Freud, V. I. Lenin, Leon Trotsky, Georg
Lukacs, Franz Boas, the Frankfurt School theorists, Ashley Montagu, and Stephen J. Gould,
we can see the roots of the movement(s) that led directly to today’s PC movement. All of
those men were racially-Jewish (Lenin was part-Jewish), all held non-traditional ideas that
could be called anti-Western, all were socially and politically influential, and all played vital
roles in first creating, and then paving the way for the acceptance of, PC.
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Even though non-Jews push PC ideas today, they are actually only unwitting helpers of the
Jews who created PC. Without the Jews, it is very likely that Political Correctness, as we
know it today, wouldn’t exist. Source document here
See: The Frankfurt School and “Political Correctness” excerpt from “The New Dark
Ages.”

Watch These Videos
History of Political Correctness Part I (9:30)
Learn exactly how all the BS was started, by whom and why. These people have an inner,
atavistic hatred of the White race and have used pseudo-intellectual reasoning to justify it
all. This has all been supported by the Globalist Foundations in our schools, universities and
media for many decades.
History of Political Correctness Part II (8:30)
History of Political Correctness Part III (4:30)
Go bookmark and read this article from WorldNet Daily which backs up all this on
the Marxist Frankfort school: Who stole our culture? In the article, WorldNet Daily
obviously fails to note the Jews, since that would be “PC” inappropriate and risk attack by
Jewry PC attack dogs. See how it works?
My blog post on this: The Frankfurt School: Conspiracy to Corrupt

So we can see that the whole business of Political Correctness has its origins with the
Jewish supremacists going back to the early part of the last century with the efforts of
Jewish Marxists and Intellectuals, privately financed by the so-called “Capitalist” Jews
who massively bankroll educational foundations that support this very agenda to this day.
And the race targeted by this entire Social/Political movement? Obviously all of us White
Gentiles and, in the last 40 years or so, any White American or any of his social institutions
and affiliated culture. As such, we’re the ones being targeted and victimized by these Jewinspired evils from the very beginning!
Take a look at radical Feminism like with the Jews Susan Sontag (Rosenblatt), Gloria
Steinem and Betty Freidan. All of this kind of divisive sex politics has so totally screwed-up
relationships in White America to such a degree that people can’t even get their heads
around it. Read about it here
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As seen in the videos, the Marxist Jew Herbert
Marcuse (right), was welcomed into this country
from Nazi Germany, but later turned around and
stabbed America in the back with his subversive
social theories. He created much of the victim
group mentality politics and was highly influential
with the “intelligentsia” of the sixties Baby Boomer
Generation. All this was touted as “liberation” but
in fact, was really
an undermining, subversive program against nonJewish White people that is still going on today.
During WWII, he was also part of the OSS —
precursor to the CIA — and worked at creating
anti-Nazi propaganda and later employed hunting This Jew was all over the place back in the
down any supposed Nazis in occupied Germany.
1960s.
Who knows how many former German enemies
received a little pay-back action from this devious
Jew?
For that matter, just think how many relationships and lives he ruined in the US with the
evils of his Jewish “liberation” philosophies in the sixties and since then? Give that some
thought!

Her Jew BS has made her a
nice bundle.

All of this never-ending “Politically Correct” nightmare stuff on
America and all the other formerly White countries, was
brought on by the Jews, the likes of Marcuse. It’s still going on
in this country to this day and noticeably getting much, much
worse. These modern day Marcuses are out there all over the
place — such as the Jewess Paula Rothenberg (left), who
invented the nonsense term “White Privilege,” “Stealth Racism”
and so much more — this latter-day Trotskyite goes around to
all our college campuses in the US, shamelessly infecting our
young people with her anti-White agenda — all the while
getting paid big bucks to do so!
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Our universities and college social studies
programs now openly denigrate White
people as outright or “stealth” racists and
are also starting to question the positives
of the normal, heterosexual White Family
structure. Ask any college kid just what is
said in the books, classroom and lecture
halls of today — be prepared to hear all
kinds of shocking things that will surely
piss you off.
Us White people are indeed in a bona fide
race war with Jewish extremists and
profiteers, in the open or behind the
curtain, and have been for quite some time
now. Most Whites don’t even have a clue Tim Wise is another creepy little Jew punk working the
anti-White racket all across the US. They are plenty
exactly what’s going on. They suspect
more of this type running amok in America today.
something is not right, but are
programmed not to say the “J” word
openly or get called a Nazi from everyone
else.
Pretty diabolical system these Jews have going on.
— Phillip Marlowe
Here, read it all from the horse’s mouths: Revealing Quotes
*Note the blatant lie made here by Jacob Schiff about Jewish “loyalties.” He’s says the
Jews of Russia would have supported the monarchy reluctantly six to eight weeks ago,
but knows full well he already shipped Trotsky and the gold months before. He lies openly
about it. His efforts, along other Jewish financial and Marxist cohorts, are what brought
Communism into the world and the death and suffering of untold millions of Whites (far,
far more than the giant hoax of the Holyco$t gassings); along with many other races (like
Asians) since.
This gold transfer from rich American Jew Capitalists to bankroll the Bolshevik
revolution is a little known, but verifiable historical fact.
At a Bolshevik celebration rally in New York’s Carnegie Hall on the night of 23 March 1917,
a telegram of support from Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. was read out. The telegram
was reprinted in the next morning’s New York Times (PDF link above). Schiff tried to deny
his involvement, but thirty years later his grandson John admitted in the New York JournalAmerican (3 February 1949) that the old man had sunk twenty million dollars into the
Bolshevik cause.
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Definitely go here and read: The Jews and the Communization of Russia

POLITICAL CENSORSHIP: If you happen to go to my OLD ADDRESS, you will see this:
“This blog has been ‘archived or suspended’ due to Terms of Service Violations.”
You can see how the Jews work to censor any talk about them since they can’t have Whites
even start to think about these things.

UPDATE (Dec. 2010): My old blog address is now
completely obliterated!

As a White person, you need to think seriously about where all this is going. And now. This
is exactly why we have things the way they are anymore and is why things are soon going to
be much, much worse for us unless we all do something!
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